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The mitten was first thought to date to viking age, but later dated with C14 methods to have been made
during 1510 – 1640. It was found by Frithiof Svensson, a farmer, while digging up peat in a bog.
The Åsle stitch is described as U(U)O/UO:UOO in Hansen's system (Carolyn PriestDormant), with
two additional comments, since the first reconstruction description was backwards and very
complicated to do. The second reconstruction is easier, but you had to finish the mitten and then turn it
inside out to reach the same result as in the original. That said, we do not know which side is the "right
side", only which side was outwards when the mitten was found.
The Åsle stitch is also special by having a different back and front side  and it also differs in having a
smooth surface while most other needle binding techniques show a herring bone pattern on both sides,
with more or less pronounced ridges. The Åsle stitch has running verticals on the front side, and
horizontals on the back side. The original was a lefthand mitten, 27 cm long, and was made with un
dyed wool. Around the edge there are remnants of a fringe, made in red, green and white wool yarn
(Picture from the Swedish History Museum's website).
My reconstruction is also a lefthand mitten, it is 24 cm long and slightly narrower than the original,
since I have very long fingers and narrow hands. The length of the fringe or the method of how to
construct and attach the fringe was not mentioned. The picture only shows a few threads remaining, and
since it does not look like the remains of a very thick fringe, I chose to reconstruct a single layer fringe
with alternating colors.

This is the color picture from the museum's archive (public domain photo), showing the current brown
color. The black and white accompanying pictures are copied from M.Hald (1980), and they show the
inside and outside of the mitten clearly.

My reconstruction:

Material used for the reconstructions:
I make my own needles for needle binding, except for a bone needle I bought several years ago, which
is my favorite for very tight bindings. I prefer flat needles for the looser and more flexible techniques,
since the shape of the needles stops the binding from getting too tight. My home made needles are
made from oak, ash, lilac and bog pine. Lilac because it is a very soft wood when fresh, but dries to a
very hard wood. Bog pine is pine wood that has been dyed red by being buried in the peat.
For the Åsle mitten I choose not to use my hand spun yarn, since my yarn is a bit too hairy to make the
stitch show clearly. Instead I found a good substitute, a light gray store bought yarn with stray dark
fibers, since even with a good separation of the two fibers, there would be stray dark hair in the light
yarn in yarn spun from the short tail sheep. The separation and use of both the light wool yarn and the
dark kemp yarn together in textiles, can be seen and compared to the threads of the garments found in
Greenland (Lilli Franzen etc). The fringe is also bought wool, but in quality and color close to what
would have been used. The green is slightly darker, and a little bit bluer, but still close to a green
possible to get from dyeing with Saint John's wort. The yarns would also have been single ply and
softly spun, to prepare for felting of the finished garment, while the modern substitute is double or four
ply and a bit harder spun, and therefore not making felting necessary to finish off the garment. The
stitch is also fairly substantial, that felting does not feel necessary, besides by usage.
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